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The invention relates to a three-phase solid bowl screw centrifuge (three-phase 

decanter) according to the preamble of Claim 1.

With respect to the state of the art, the following documents are mentioned: 

German patent document DE 27 07 111 A1, U.S. Patent Document US 3 623 656, 

I n ter national Patent Document WO 03/074 185 A1, German Patent Documents DE 

195 00 600 C1, DE 102 23 802 A1, DE 38 22 983 A1, International Patent Docu

ment WO 02/062483 A1 and German Patent Document DE 26 17 692 A1.

U.S. Patent Document US 3 623 656 shows a three-phase decanter by means of 

which two liquid phases and one solid phase can be discharged from the drum. 

When the machine is stopped, the liquid outlets can be adjusted by a conversion. 

International Patent Document WO 03/074 185 A1 shows a three-phase decanter 

by means of which also two liquid phases and one solid phase can be discharged 

from the drum. The outflow quantity of the heavier liquid phase can be adjusted 

by a weir.

German Patent Document DE 38 22 983 A1 illustrates a three-phase decanter by 

means of which also two liquid phases and one solid phase can be discharged 

from the drum, one liquid phase being discharged through a weir and the other 

being discharged through a skimmer disk.

German Patent Documents DE 195 00 600 C1 and DE 102 23 802 A1 indicate 

two-phase decanters where the liquid is discharged by means of a skimmer disk 

from a chamber.

International Patent Document WO 02/062483 A1 shows a method of operating a 

solid bowl screw centrifuge.

German Patent Document DE 26 17 692 A1 discloses a solid bowl screw centri

fuge having several disk stacks consisting of separating disks and several screw 

areas.

In the case of three-phase separating decanters, as a rule, conversion parts are 

available for the adaptation to the respective product characteristics or for the 

adaptation of the process to the respective situations.

If, for example, during the process of obtaining olive oil in a three-phase opera

tion, the product characteristics of the olive change from the start to the end of 

the harvest, it may be necessary to stop the processing, to remove the rotor and 

to install other regulating disks and/or regulating tubes. This is time-consuming 

and cost-intensive.

It has been suggested to regulate the heavier phase by means of a non-rotating 

throttle disk arranged outside the drum and to discharge the lighter phase by 

means of a skimmer disk. Although this construction has been successful, it re
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quires at least the use of a displaceable throttle disk from a constructive point of 

view.

However, by varying the throttling at the skimmer disk alone, the process cannot 

be sufficiently adjusted to the product characteristics, in order to avoid a conver

sion.

With respect to the above, the invention has the object of reducing the construc

tive expenditures for creating a three-phase decanter that is easily adaptable to 

changing product characteristics.

The invention achieves this task by means of the object of Claim 1. 

Advantageous embodiments are contained in the subclaims.

A feed pipe and a removal pipe for feeding fluid to the chamber and removing it 

from the chamber may also be provided.

As a result of a change of pressure in the annular chamber - as required, in con

nection with a throttling effect onto the skimmer disk - the separating zone in the 

drum can easily be shifted, which also results in a change of the liquid level. A 

conversion, which would otherwise be required as a result of changes of the char

acteristics of the product, as a rule, can be eliminated by utilizing the given regu

lating range. The constructive expenditures for providing the annular chamber are 

low.

The annular chamber preferably has a fluid pipe for feeding a fluid, particularly a 

gas, into the annular chamber, as a device for changing the pressure in the annu

lar chamber.

The overflow for the other phase can be implemented by radial discharge pipes, 

which penetrate the drum shell or the drum lid.

This basic construction can be implemented particularly in two variants: In one 

variant, the heavier liquid phase is discharged through the discharge pipe and the 

lighter liquid phase is discharged through the skimmer disk, and in the other vari

ant, the lighter liquid phase is discharged through the discharge pipe and the 

heavier liquid phase is discharged through the skimmer disk. Both variants permit 

a good controlling of the process but result in different regulating characteristics. 

A process for operating a three-phase solid bowl screw centrifuge according to 

one of the claims referring thereto is also conceivable, by which the regulating of 

the separating operation in the drum takes place in a very simple manner by 

changing the pressure in the annular chamber as the manipulated variable. This 

variant is preferred because a simple and good regulating of the separating op

eration becomes possible.
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As an alternative, it is also conceivable that the regulating of the separating oper

ation in the drum takes place by changing the rotational speed of the drum as the 

manipulated variable.

Particularly preferably, the regulating of the separating operation in the drum 

takes place as a function of the concentration in the solid phase or in one or both 

discharged liquid phases as the controlled variable.

The invention is also particularly suitable for the phase separation when obtaining 

hydrometals, such as cobalt, nickel, copper.

Particularly when obtaining hydrometals, such as cobalt, nickel, copper, the emul

sion formation cannot be avoided during the extraction. The extraction as well as 

the emulsion consists of three phases - an organic phase, an aqueous phase and 

solids - . The open sedimentation tanks of the extraction are susceptible to con

tamination from the air. These different dust concentrations lead to a density dif

ference of the individual phases in the emulsion. The decanter according to the 

invention provides a remedy here.

In order to meet these dynamic process demands, the separating diameter within 

the decanter can be adapted on-line by means of an increase of pressure into the 

annular chamber. As a result, the emulsion is cleanly separated into three phases. 

The use of a centrifuge according to the invention for the emulsion separation 

when obtaining hydrometals, such as cobalt, nickel, copper, therefore offers con

siderable advantages.

In the following, the invention will be explained in detail by means of embodi

ments with reference to the drawing.

Figure 1 is a sectional view of a first three-phase solid bowl screw centrifuge ac

cording to the invention;

Figure 2 is a schematic sectional view of a partial area of the solid bowl centrifuge 

from Figure 1 in a first operating condition;

Figure 3 is a schematic sectional view of a partial area of the solid bowl centrifuge 

from Figure 1 in a second operating condition;

Figure 4 is a diagram for illustrating the operating behavior and the controllability 

of separating and clarifying processes by means of the solid bowl centrifuge of 

Figure 1 according to the invention;

Figure 5 is a sectional view of a second three-phase solid bowl screw centrifuge 

according to the invention;

Figure 6 is a schematic sectional view of a partial area of the solid bowl centrifuge 

from Figure 5 in a first operating condition;

Figure 7 is a schematic sectional view of a partial area of the solid bowl centrifuge 

from Figure 5 in a second operating condition;
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Figure 8 is a diagram for illustrating the operating behavior and the controllability 

of separating and clarifying processes by means of the solid bowl centrifuge of 

Figure 5 according to the invention.

Figures 1 and 5 illustrate parts of three-phase solid bowl screw centrifuges which 

have a rotatably disposed (bearing 17) drum 1 - here, with a horizontal axis of 

rotation - and a rotatable screw 2 which is arranged in the drum 1 and has a 

screw body 3, on which a circulating screw blade 4 is arranged. During the opera

tion, the drum 1 and the screw 2 rotate at different rotational speeds n, m about 

the same axis of rotation (at the diameter Do). A bearing 16 is arranged between 

the drum 1 and the screw body 3. The second bearing of the screw is situated on 

the solids side (not shown here).

As a rule, the drum 1 as well as the screw 2 tapers at its one end, for example, 

conically. At the tapering end of the drum 1, a solids discharge 24 is arranged for 

the solid phase S transported to this end of the drum 1 by the screw; whereas 

two liquid phases LL and HL - a lighter and a heavier liquid phase - which can be 

mutually separated in the centrifugal field, are discharged from the drum 1 in the 

area of the opposite cylindrical end of the drum 1, which is closed by a drum lid 5. 

For example, in the transition area to the tapering section, a baffle plate 18 can 

be arranged on the screw body 3.

As an example, an inlet pipe 19 extends here from the cylindrical end of the drum 

1 into the drum. This inlet pipe 19 leads into a distributing device 20 by way of 

which the product is guided into the drum 1.

The drum lid 5 has several breakthroughs or openings 21, 22 axially penetrating 

the drum lid. Preferably between four and eight such openings are formed on a 

circle of a defined diameter in the drum lid 5 and are distributed along the circum

ference.

Some of these openings - in the following called first openings 21 - are construct

ed in the form of recesses closed on one side (or in the manner of pocket holes) 

and are used for discharging the heavier liquid phase HL, and some of these 

openings - in the following called second openings 22 - are used for discharging 

the lighter liquid phase LL.

For the implementation, a separating-plate-like separating weir 6 is disposed in 

front of some of the openings - the first openings 21 -, which separating weir 6 is 

in each case further developed and arranged such that only the heavy phase is 

discharged by way of the outer radius of this separating weir 6 in all provided op

erating conditions. In contrast, the second openings 22 have no such separating 

weir.

To this extent, the constructions of Figures 1 and 5 are identical.
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However, the difference between Figures 1 and 5 is that the areas of the decanter 

1 arranged behind the first and the second openings are quasi "exchanged", or 

the separating weir is situated in front of the openings leading to the skimmer 

disk 9.

This will be explained in detail in the following.

According to Figure 1, the heavier liquid phase - collecting radially farther to the 

outside - is guided by way of the separating weir 6 on the drum lid in each case 

into a discharge space 7 adjoining the separating weir 6 along a portion of the 

circumference of the separating weir 6 - which discharge space 7 is formed here 

by the openings 21 themselves -. Discharge pipes 8 in each case penetrating the 

drum shell project into the discharge spaces 7, the inner radius, to which the re

spective discharge pipe 8 extends, also determining the discharge radius for the 

heavier liquid phase HL.

During the operation or during a running process, this discharge radius for the 

heavier phase HL is not variable, but it can be changed or pre-adjusted when the 

drum 1 is stopped by exchanging the discharge pipe 8 or small tube for one of a 

different length.

In contrast, the discharge of the lighter liquid phase LL, after the passage through 

the second openings 22, takes place by means of a skimmer disk 9 which is ar

ranged in a skimmer chamber 10 connected in front of the drum shell, which 

skimmer chamber 10 axially adjoins the drum interior and its inside diameter is 

equal to or - preferably - smaller than the inside diameter of the drum 1 in its 

cylindrical area. The light liquid phase LL is discharged from the drum through this 

skimmer disk 9 and a discharge duct 23 adjoining this skimmer disk 9.

Toward the drum interior - see also Figures 2 and 3 - in the skimmer chamber 10, 

two regulating disks 11, 12 of the same inside diameter are disposed in front of 

the skimmer disk, which regulating disk 11, 12 extend radially from the outside 

toward the inside, and a siphon disk 13 dips between these two regulating disks 

11, 12, which extends in the skimmer chamber 10 from its inner circumference to 

the outside and whose outside diameter is situated on a larger radius relative to 

the axis of rotation D of the drum 1 than the inside diameter of the two regulating 

disks 11, 12.

The regulating disk 11 facing the separating weir defines an overflow diameter for 

the light liquid phase LL.

Between the siphon disk 13 and the skimmer disk 9 as the axial boundaries, the 

inner radius of the lighter liquid phase in this axial area and the inner shell or in

ner wall of the skimmer chamber 10 in this area, an annular chamber 14 is there

by formed during the operation.
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A fluid feeding pipe 15, through which a fluid, such as a gas, can be guided from 

the outside into the annular chamber 14, leads into this annular chamber 14. 

In this manner, it becomes possible to change the pressure in the annular cham

ber 14, which also causes a change of the radius of the lighter liquid phase and 

thus has an effect on the separating diameter in the drum 1. It thereby becomes 

easily possible to influence these two quantities - the pool depth (inside radius of 

the drum minus the radius at the line D - level position; for example, in Figure 3), 

and the separating zone between the lighter and the heavier phase - during the 

operation only by influencing or changing the pressure in the annular chamber 14. 

As a result of the selection of the diameter of the regulating disks 11, 12 or their 

exchange, the overflow diameter of the lighter phase can be pre-adjusted.

When the pressure in the annular chamber 14 is increased, the liquid level to the 

center (pool depth) rises in the drum interior. Analogously, the separating zone 

diameter is displaced farther toward the outside (compare Figures 2 and 3).

As a result, the layer thickness of the lighter phase (broken vertical line) becomes 

greater and the flow-off velocity becomes lower (longer sedimentation time). The 

degree of clarification of the lighter phase is thereby increased or becomes better. 

Since the separating zone moves toward the outside, the degree of clarification of 

the heavier phase (horizontal broken line) has the tendency to become poorer. 

The crosswise hatching indicates a mixed phase area or a separating zone area. 

For the most part, the outflow pressure of the lighter phase (skimmer disk pres

sure) can be varied independently of the chamber pressure.

When, for example, the concentration of the heavy phase (or mixed phase) in

creases, the pressure in the annular chamber 14 rises in order to shift the sepa

rating zone in the drum interior farther toward the outside to a greater radius. As 

a rule, this causes a greater layer thickness and a better degree of clarification of 

the lighter phase or a better phase separation.

The above-described behavior tendency is also indicated in the diagram of Figure 

4.

The diagram shows the diameters of the outflow for the light and the heavy liquid 

phases as well as the level D_position in the drum 1, and the separating diame

ter D_separate, as a function of the pressure in the annular chamber 14.

The diagram of Figure 4 shows the behavior at a constant rotational speed. Be

cause of the change of pressure, the liquid filling in the drum 1 is not constant. In 

each case, D indicates the diameter in the drum on both sides of the axis of rota

tion. The diameters D_pipes (diameter discharge pipes) and D_separating weir 

are each kept constant during the operation, although they are variable per se (by 

an exchange). The inside diameter of the drum and the inside diameter of the 
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solids discharge, as a rule, are also not variable by a conversion. The diameter on 

which the separating zone is situated (separating diameter) increases with the 

pressure. In contrast, the liquid level D_level position falls inversely proportionally 

to the pressure.

Figures 2 and 3 schematically illustrate the conditions in the drum at different 

pressures.

It is also conceivable to fixedly define a pressure in the annular chamber 14 dur

ing the operation and then achieve a change of the separating diameter in the 

drum only by changing the rotational drum speed. This change of the rotational 

speed can take place, for example, as a function of a concentration measurement 

of the product inflow or outflow.

However, in the case of this type of control, the regulating range is smaller and 

can also only be used if a changing of the rotational drum speed during the opera

tion is permissible. The diameter of the separating zone will then increase with 

the rotational speed (not shown here).

Figure 5 illustrates another embodiment. Here, the heavier liquid phase is dis

charged by way of the regulating disk arrangement and the skimmer disk 9, and 

the lighter liquid phase is discharged by way of the discharge pipe 8, which is 

achieved in that there the separating-plate-like separating weir is in each case 

arranged in front of the continuous two openings 26 which are open on both 

sides. The separating weir 6 thereby guides the heavy liquid phase HL to the 

skimmer disk, whereas the lighter phase is discharged by way of the discharge 

pipes 8 in the first openings 25 which are of a pocket hole type or are closed at 

one end.

In the annular chamber 14, the pressure thereby acts upon the heavier liquid 

phase.

When the pressure in the annular chamber 14 is increased in the embodiment, on 

the drum side of the siphon disk 13, the inside diameter of the heavier phase 

shifts to the center, and the separating zone diameter shifts farther toward the 

interior or is reduced. This has the result that the layer thickness of the lighter 

phase LL becomes smaller and that the outflow velocity is increased. The degree 

of clarification of the lighter phase is thereby reduced. Figure 6 shows the higher- 

pressure condition, and Figure 7 shows the condition after a lowering of pressure 

in the annular chamber 14.

Since the separating zone moves farther toward the inside, in contrast, the de

gree of clarification of the heavier phase becomes better.

The concentration distribution of any of the discharged phases, for example, is 

preferably used as the controlled variable.
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When, for example, the pressure of the heavy liquid phase rises in the light liquid 

phase, the pressure is reduced in order to shift the separating zone in the drum 

interior farther toward the outside to a larger radius. As a rule, this causes a larg

er layer thickness and a better degree of clarification of the lighter phase.

5 Figure 8 illustrates the corresponding control behavior by means of an example 

analogous to Figure 4. The different diameters are again entered as a function of 

the pressure in the annular chamber 14.

Here, it is also conceivable to fixedly define a pressure in the annular chamber 14 

during the operation and to achieve a change of the separating diameter in the

10 drum solely by changing the rotational speed of the drum. This change of the ro

tational speed can take place, for example, as a function of a concentration 

measurement of the product inflow or outflow.

However, in the case of this type of the control, the control range is smaller and 

can also be used only when a changing of the rotational drum speed during the 

15 operation is permitted.
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List of Reference Symbols

Drum 1

Screw 2

Screw body 3

Screw blade 4

Drum lid 5

Separating weir 6

Discharge space 7

Discharge pipe 8

Skimmer disk 9

Skimmer chamber 10

Regulating disks 11,12

Siphon disk 13

Annular chamber 14

Fluid feed pipes 15

Bearing 16,17

Baffle plate 18

Inlet pipe 19

Distributing device 20

Openings 21, 22

Discharge duct 23

Solids outlet 24

Openings 25, 26

Liquid phases LL, HL

Solids phase S

Rotational speeds n, m
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Patentkrav

1. Fuldkappet trefaseskruecentrifuge, som omfatter:

a. en roterbar tromle (1) og en i tromlen (1) arrangeret skrue,

b. mindst et faststofudtag ved den ene aksielle ende af tromlen (1) og 

mindst to eller flere væskeudløb for væskefaser med forskellig densitet - en lette

re væskefase (LL) og en tungere væskefase (HL) - ved den anden aksielle ende,

c. hvori det ene væskeudløb har en skilleskive (9) arrangeret i et udskiller

kammer (10), og det andet væskeudløb er udformet som et overløb, 

kendetegnet ved, at

d. to reguleringsskiver (11, 12) med fortrinsvis identisk inderdiameter er 

placeret foran skilleskiven (9), som strækker sig radielt fra det ydre mod det in

dre, og mellem hvilke en hævertskive (13) er nedsænket og strækker sig i udskil

lerkammeret (10) fra dets indre omkreds og udad,

e. sådan at den indvendige radius af den lettere væskefase i dette aksielle 

område og udskillerkammerets (10) inderkappe under drift danner et ringkammer 

(14) mellem hævertskiven (13) og skilleskiven (9) som aksielle begrænsninger,

f. i hvilket ringkammer (14) mindst en fluidledning udmunder for ændring 

af trykket i ringkammeret, og via hvilken fluidledning trykket i ringkammeret kan 

ændres for at ændre skillezonen og/eller bassindybden i tromlen,

g. hvori første og andre aksielle åbninger (21, 22; 25, 26) er tilvejebragt i 

tromledækslet, og hvori en overløbskant af skillepladetypen er tilknyttet de første 

eller andre åbninger,

h. og hvori en udformning af overløbskanten (6) er tilvejebragt på sådan 

måde, at den tungere væskefase kan ledes via overløbskanten (6) af skilleplade

typen ind til mindst et udledningsrum (7), i hvilket mindst et udledningsrør (8), 

som går gennem tromlekappen, er indført som overløb.

2. Fuldkappet trefaseskruecentrifuge ifølge krav 1, kendetegnet ved, at nogle af 

åbningerne - de første eller andre åbninger (21, 22; 25, 26) - er udformet som et 

sækkehul lukket kammeragtigt ved en aksiel ende.

3. Fuldkappet trefaseskruecentrifuge ifølge et af de foregående krav, kendeteg

net ved et arrangement af overløbskanten sådan, at den lettere væskefase føres 

til skilleskiven (9) under drift.

4. Fuldkappet trefaseskruecentrifuge ifølge et af de foregående krav, kendeteg

net ved et arrangement af overløbskanten (6) sådan, at den lettere væskefase 
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kan ledes ind i udledningsrummet (7), i hvilket det gennem tromlekappen gående 

udledningsrør er indført som overløb.

5. Fuldkappet trefaseskruecentrifuge ifølge et af de foregående krav, kendeteg-

5 net ved et arrangement af overløbskanten sådan, at den tungere væskefase un

der drift ledes til skilleskiven (9).

6. Fuldkappet trefaseskruecentrifuge ifølge et af de foregående krav, kendeteg

net ved, at skilleskiven (9) er arrangeret i udskillerkammeret (10), som aksielt

10 støder op til tromlens indre og hvis inderdiameter er lig med eller fortrinsvis min

dre end tromlens (1) inderdiameter i dens cylinderområde, og at de to regule

ringsskiver (11, 12) og hævertskiven (13) er placeret foran skilleskiven (9) i ud

skillerkammeret (10).

15 7. Fuldkappet trefaseskruecentrifuge ifølge et af de foregående krav, kendeteg

net ved, at flere, især fire til otte, første og andre åbninger (21, 22) er arrange

ret i tromledækslet på en imaginær cirkel og fordelt langs omkredsen, idet en af 

overløbskanterne er tilknyttet hver anden åbning.
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